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Setting sail with Dufour is an adventure in superior sailing. It's guarantee of uncompromising
seaworthy excellence that never stints on comfort levels. It's a dedication to exhilarating
performance that's easy to achieve through highly responsive intuitive design.

SailboatData.com - Sailboat built by Dufour Yachts (FRA)
#Dufour - Blog - New sailboats, boat/yacht shows, news of the shipyards or ones of the website,
everything is on Boat-spec's blog, a perfect complement ... #Dufour - Boat-Specs.com : Sailboat
specifications

Dufour - Shipyard - Boat-Specs.com
The Dufour 460 Grand Large is a 44’4” monohull sailboat designed by Umberto Felci. She was built
by Dufour (France) and made of single skin fiberglass / polyester. The production started in 2016 .
The Dufour 460 Grand Large belongs to the Grand Large range.

Dufour 360 - Dufour Yachts
“We have developed an innovative catamaran in line with the Dufour philosophy on which we have
been working over the last years. The Dufour Catamarans 48 keeps the codes of the Dufour
identity, specificaly with the lines of the hull and their inserts, the porthole shapes and the deck
plan free of any obstruction.”

Dufour 460 Grand Large sailboat ... - Boat-Specs.com
Sailboat and sailing yacht searchable database with more than 8,000 sailboats from around the
world including sailboat photos and drawings. About the DUFOUR CLASSIC 45 sailboat
SailboatData.com - DUFOUR CLASSIC 45 Sailboat

SailboatData.com - DUFOUR 525 GRAND LARGE Sailboat
Every sailboat deserves the best so the Dufour 360 boasts all the range’s innovations and features.
This winning bet sets it apart and makes it unique. A quick and stable hull whatever the speed, a
fully equipped steering station and an immense cockpit secured by the rear seats with a complete
galley. And the Dufour 360 has much to offer inside.

Dufour 27 - Dufour Yachts :: sailboat :: SailingTheWeb
Traditionally a builder of comfortable cruising yachts, French yard Dufour has made a play at the
fast cruising market with a sleek, sprightly 40-footer that revels - as David Lockwood can confirm in the worst Mother Nature can throw at it ... Prices and specifications supplied are for the market in
Australia only and were correct at time of ...
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Dufour 460 - Dufour Yachts
The Dufour 412 is a masterpiece in this regard. Impressive hull volume and a 4.20 metre midship
beam make it one of the biggest in its category. This concept is clear in the cockpit which uses all
available space to offer various sunbathing areas complete with a huge integrated rear aft deck.

Dufour Grand Large 430 Performance Cruising Yachts
The Dufour 40E Performance is a 39’4” monohull sailboat designed by Umberto Felci. She was built
by Dufour (France) and made of single skin bottom, sandwich sides and deck: PVC / fiberglass /
polyester vacuum bagged. This sailboat was produced between 2010 and 2017.

DUFOUR Reviews | boatsales.com.au
Layouts and specifications The Dufour 430 is proposed in 2 layout versions and 3 woods, Moabi,
Oak and Teak.

#Dufour - Boat-Specs.com : Sailboat specifications
Boat-Specs.com is an interactive database that allows you to discover and compare various
sailboats and sailing yachts through their specifications. The multi-criteria search engine helps to
find exactly the boat you are looking for.

Home - Dufour Yachts
The Dufour design is a balance between sensitive, sophisticated and precise touches. An integral
part of our own identity, it is this subtle harmony that makes Dufour sailboats so unique.
Majestically elegant, merging contemporary and timeless style, the Dufour 460 embodies all the
beauty of the Dufour signature.

Dufour 412 - Dufour Yachts
Dufour produces about 400 boats every year and markets, among others, Exclusive and Grand
Large sailboat models. 32 specifications of sailboat built by Dufour are available on BoatSpecs.com. Website: www.dufour-yachts.com

Dufour 455, boat specification Dufour 455
Sailboats and Sailing Yachts database. SailingTheWeb provides the widest and most detailed
database of sailboat specifications: you will find endless sailing yachts data with photo galleries,
videos, ads, forums and much more.

Dufour Catamarans 48 - Dufour Yachts
www.dufour-yachts.com. 1964 - Fouded by Michael Dufour. Among the early successful boats were
the SAFARI 27, ARPEGE 30 (1966), and the DUFOUR 35. DUFOUR YACHTS s.a. 1, rue Blaise Pascal
17187 Périgny cedex FRANCE Tel: +33 (0)5 46 30 07 60 Fax: +33 (0)5 46 45 46 96. Sailboats Built
By Dufour Yachts (FRA) (Dates indicate when boat was first ...

SailboatData.com - DUFOUR CLASSIC 45 Sailboat
Sailboat and sailing yacht searchable database with more than 8,000 sailboats from around the
world including sailboat photos and drawings. About the DUFOUR 525 GRAND LARGE sailboat

Dufour - Models, specifications and pictures Dufour
Dufour 455 Dufour 455 Since the launch of the new Dufour range, the Dufour Yachts shipyard has
entered a new era, becoming the manufacturer of elegant, comfortable, seaworthy sailing yachts,
of which the 455 is the perfect example. The Dufour 455 is perfectly suited to offshore cruising.
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SailboatData.com - DUFOUR 34E Sailboat
Dufour. 2014 marked the 50th anniversary of Dufour Yachts. In 1964, Michel Dufour embarked on
creating his own shipyard and the brand was born. Over the years, Dufour Yachts has become a
reference in the design and construction of monohulls.

Boat-Specs.com : Sailboat specifications
Sailboat and sailing yacht searchable database with more than 8,000 sailboats from around the
world including sailboat photos and drawings. About the DUFOUR 34E sailboat SailboatData.com DUFOUR 34E Sailboat
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